
COMPREHENSIVE READING. 

Some remarks with reference to a traetise in Cod. Paris. Gr. 1384 

I Introduction 

The research which since the 1940s has been done as part of the new edition of the 
Basilica - which was completed in 1988 with the publication of the last volume of the 
textl - has made an important contribution towards increasing the knowledge of 
legal education in the sixth century.2 

It is the old scholia to the Basilica that provide information about the education 
as it was given at the faculties of law of Constantinople and Beirut. The old scholia 
are the remnants of writings of (among others) the antecessores, the professors at the 
above-mentioned faculties: these writings originated during the rule of Justinian. 
The old scholia were added to the text of the Basilica only much later, after the 
origin of the Basilica in the ninth century, possibly in the tenth century during the 
rule of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus.3 The old scholia do not refer to the 
Basilica, but directly to Justinian's legislation.4 

One of the ways in which the old scholia originating from the educational 
writings can be recognized as such is the way in which these scholia, following the 
constitutio Omnem and the constitutio Tanta/ AE:owKEV quote the Digest i.e. 
according to the division of the Digest into Partes.5 

When the instruction by the antecessores disappeared, the tradition of referring 
to the Digest by means of the division into Partes6 also disappeared. In Justinian's 
days there had already developed a need for a concordance by means of which it 
could be determined what was to be understood by a Pars and which book of the 
Digest corresponded to which book of which Pars of the Digest. This need more or 

1 Basilicornm libri LX. Series A Volumen VIII. Textus libri LX, Groningen 1988, edited by 
H.J. Scheltema t, D. Holwerda and N. van der Wal, who has been my teacher since the beginning 
of my investigation of the genesis of the Basilica, and to whom I dedicate this article. 

2 For an extensive survey of this education (and of the writings of the antecessores) cf. 
H.J. Scheltema, L'enseignement de droit 'des antecesseurs [Byzantina Neerlandica, Series B: Studia. 
Fasc. 1], Leiden 1970. 

3 Cf. Van der Wal/ Lokin, Delineatio, 92. In a recent study, however, it has been stated that it was 
only towards the mid-eleventh century that at the faculty of law of Constantinople, under the 
supervision of the voµo~uAa~ John Xiphilinus, the old scholia, simultaneously with a large 
number of young scholia , were added to the text of the Basilica in the form of a catena
commentary: Schminck, Studien, 35, 48-52, 132. 

4 Cf. H.J . Scheltema, 'Subseciva III. Die Verweisungen bei den fruhbyzantinisch en 
Rechtsgelehrten', TRG 30 (1962), 355-357. 

5 Const. Omnem § 2 and § 3; const. Tanta/ 6€&.iKEV § 2 - § 8. 
6 · Scheltema, L'enseignement (n. 2 above), 62. 
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less remained after the disappearance of the instruction by the antecessores: for the 
writings of the antecessores containing references to the Digest by means of the 
division into Partes continued to be used. 

Dr. M.Th. Fogen recently edited three treatises dealing with the division of the 
Digest into Partes.7 The first treatise (which was handed down as part of the 
Appendix of the Synopsis Basilicorum mai01.s essentially originated in the days of 
Justinian and served as a concordance with the instruction by the antecessores.9 

Even after Justinian's days attention continued to be paid to the division of the 
Digest into Partes: the second treatise, edited by Dr. Fogen, is dated by her in the 
terith or eleventh century.10 Finally, it was also ii;i the eleventh century that the 
treatise Iftpl i:J1c; i:@v oty€cn:wv oto:tpfoEwc;; by Michael Psellus originated.11 

II The treatise in Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 

Also after the eleventh century there are still a few isolated instances in which the 
Partes of the Digest are mentioned. One instance is to be found in Cod. Paris. gr. 
1384 on f. 17ov where a puzzling12 treatise has been handed down containing an 
enumeration of all legal sources (paraphrased as µ€pri i:ou v6µou in the treatise), 
including the Basilica. In the treatise there is at least one instance in which a Pars of 
the Digest is mentioned. 

The treatise was first edited by Zacharia von Lingenthal,13 although without any 
critical apparatus. The text of the treatise is given below. 

Siglum: P Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 

"E~ µ€pTi Elal i:ou v6µou. rcp@i:ov µ€po<; i:ou v6-
µou E:ai:lv ol KWOLKE<;;, tlal 0€ j3Lf3A.l£x Lf3'. 
1:0 0€U1:€pov urcapxn i:a oiyEcn:a, Ort€p Ea'CtV EA
AT)VLK@<;; rccxv0€Ki:11<;;, €xwv muxl£x o'. 

s i:o i:pii:ov E:ai:l j3L[3:>..iov rtEpl ioooiKfl<;;, t)youv 
rt€pt KpiaEwc;;, ExOV j3Lf3A.l£x ~'. KO:t 1:0 y' i:@v 
~' i:o\Ji:wv j3Lf3:>..(wv EXEL ri][J3]' 0€:>..i:oui;;, oto:-

7 M.Th. Fogen, 'Zur Einteilung der Digesten: Drei bynmtinische Traktate', FM V (1982), 1-26. 
8 N.G. Svoronos, La Synopsis Major des Basiliques et ses appendices [Bibliotheque bynmtine, 

Etudes. 4: Recherches sur la traditionjuridique a Bynmce], Paris 1964, 26. 
9 Fogen, 'Einteilung' (n. 7 above), 17 /18. 
10 Fogen, 'Einteilung' (n. 7 above), 23. 
11 This treatise was edited by G. WeiB, Ostromische Beamte im Spiegel der Schriften des Michael 

Psellos [Miscellanea Bynmtina Monacensia 16], Miinchen 1973, 296-298. 
12 Cf. the ·characterization of the treatise by Fogen, 'Einteilung' (n. 7 above), 18 n. 45: 'Eine sehr 

knappe und verwirrte Darstellung des gesamten iiberlieferten Rechts bis zum j)lfll..iov i:oG 
AEWV1:0<;' . 
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:>..aµl3avov Hi:wvn nEpt xwpmKwv npay
µcXi:wv, i:E:i:api:<><; i:6n<><; ov i:@v voµtKwv 

COMPREHENSIVE READING 

10 0tyfoi:wv· o OE apt0µ0c; i:@v J3$A.iwv i:@v 
0ty€cn:wv Ho apteµOc;n foi:l v'. i:o 0€ i:€i:api:ov LOu 
v6µou Elcrl.v al VEapal. cruvi:a~Eu;. i:o 
n€µmov 0€ E:ai:t i:ou Afovi:cx; J3$A.iov, i:o ncxv 
€xov ~' i:li:A.oU<;. €cn:t 0€ i:o EKLOV µE:p<><; LOU 

15 v6µou i) KaA.ouµ€\/T\ lvcn:tLOUi:a, fli:u; UncXpXEt 
i) auvaywyil Kat o!OOcrKaA.<><; Kal nuA.ll;; 
anavi:wv i:@v v6µwv, €xov EV E:aui:Q 0, J3t
J3A.i.a aueu;. i:E:A.<><; LOU v6µou. 

(1) €~: E~E p 
(5) ioooiKnc;;: ytoooiKnc;; P 

T\youv: Etyouv P 

(6) b.ov: €xwv P 
y':YP 

(7) i:m'.rt:wv: 1:0u1:0v P 
n[tl]' 0€:>.. i:ouc;;: fijl0€:>.. rnuc;; P, fivo€:>.. i:ouc;; Zach. 

(7 /8) oiaAaµjXwov [i:wvll: ota/Jiµj3avwvi:wv P, ouW:xµj3av6vi:wv Zach. 
(12) Vrnpai: Vat bpai P 
(13) /\€ovi:oc;;: :>..€wvi:oc;; P 

j.hl}l..iov: l}tl}:>..iwv P 
(14) €xov: €xwv P 
(15) . ivcri:ti:oOi:cx: i)uc;; 1:00i:a P 
(16) nu:>..ic;;: nu:>..nc;; P, Zach. 
(17) i:wv v6µwv: i:ov voµov P 

€xov: €xwvP 

m Commentary 

The text, as it was rendered above, raises quite a number of questions that will not 
all be dealt with in this article. It is clear that in the treatise there are six legal 
sources (µE:pT\ LOU v6µou), i.e. the Code in twelve J3$A.i.a (ll. 1-2), the Digest in four 
muxi.a (11. 3-4) and fifty J3$A.i.a (ll. 10-11), the Novels (11. 11-12), the Basilica in sixty 
i:li:A.ot (11. 12-14), and the Institutes in four J3$A.i.a (11. 14-18). As a separate legal 
source the scriptor of the treatise mentions the Pars de iudiciis of the Digest (11. 5-6). 
The information that this Pars contains seven books is substantially correct. 
However, what is meant by the information that the Digest consists of four ni:uxi.a? 

13 C.E. Zachariae, Fragmenta versionis graecae legum Rotharis Longobardorum regis, Heidelberg 
1835, 20. 
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And what should one think of the remark that the Basilica consist of sixty 't:l't:AOt? 
And why is the Pars de iudiciis mentioned as a separate legal source? 

The basic question that should be asked is on which particular source the 
scriptor of the treatise drew his knowledge concerning the legal sources. One 
problem in answering this question is the circumstance that the contents (and 
consequently the exemplar(s) as well) of Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 are of a very 
heterogeneous nature:14 the manuscript, for instance, contains a copy of the 
Prochiron, the Ecloga privata (with appendix), fragments from a different appendix 
of the Ecloga - including the Lex nautica Rhodiorum -, and fragments of the Ecloga 
ad Prochiron mutata.15 On the leaves preceding the leaf containing the treatise can 
be found copies of Eisagoge XIX, 5 (f.168r, under the heading lfEpl 
OEV't:EpoycxµouvLO<;; yvvfi), the twentieth Novel of Leo VI the Wise (f.168r - nor, 
under the heading lfEpl un:of36;\wv, and preceded by an extensive rubric16) and two 
verse inscriptions.17 

A comparison of the treatise to the Synopsis legum by Michael Psellus18 reveals 
that there are strong similarities between these texts: 

- 11. 3 /4 of the treatise: 'LO OEU't:Epov un:apxEl 'ta oiyEaLa On:Ep EO"'ttV 
EAATlVlK@<; n:cxVOEK't:T)<;. Synopsis legum 1.14:\Jn:apxEl OE 'ta otyEaLCX EAAT)VlKW<;; 
n:avoEXtT)<;;. 
- 11. 9/10 of the treatise: 't:ELapLO<;; 't:On:O<;; OV 't:WV voµlKWV oty€a't:WV. Synopsis 
Legum 1. 25: TE:Lap"LO<;; "t:6n:0<;; n:E:~VKE 't:WV voµtKWV otyfo"Lwv. 
- 1. 12 of the treatise: al vrnpal avv"LaEEt<;;. Synopsis legum 1. 43 : al vEapcxl 
avv't:aEEt<;. 
- 11. 13/14 of the treatise: ('to n:E:µmov OE: fon) LOU AE:ov"LO<;; f3tl3A.iov, "LO n:av 
ifxov E' 't:t't:A.ov<;;. Synopsis legum 11. 44/45: LOU AE:ov't:O<;; f3$A.iov, I 'to n:av 
E:E11Kov"La/3$A.ov n:avw<;; LOU<; v6µovi;; €xov. 
- 1. 15 of the treatise: Ti KMovµE:VT) lva't:lLOULCX. Synopsis legum 1. 54: Ti KA.T)au; 
LVO"Ll't:OU't:CX. 
- the scriptor of the treatise has used the term n:"Lvxtov in 1. 4. This term also 
appears in the Synopsis legum (11. 10, 20). 

The above-mentioned similarities between the Synopsis legum by Michael Psellus 
and our treatise are so extensive that they justify the supposition that the Synopsis 
legum was the ultimate source from which the scriptor of the treatise drew his 

14 Cf. the remarks of L. Burgmann, 'Die Novellen der Kaiser\fi Eirene', FM IV (1981), 6 n. 27; the 
same, 'Eine Novelle zum Scheidungsrecht', FM IV, 107. 

15 H. Omont, Inventaire sommaire des manuscrits grecs de la Biblioth~que Nationale. Seconde parlie: 
ancien fonds grec. Droit-histoire-sclences, Paris 1888, 34. 

16 Cf. L. Burgmann, 'Eine griechische Fassung der "Assisen von Ariano'", FM V (1982), 181 
including n. 10. 

17 Zachariae, Fragmenta versionis (n. 13 above), 19 including n. 10. 
18 G. Weill, 'Die Synopsis legum des Michael Psellos', FM II (1977), 147-214. 
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knowledge concerning the legal sources. However, this supposition should be 
considered carefully: for one could be tempted to consider the treatise lfEpl i:fy; 
i:@v oty€ai:wv 01.atp€aEW<;, also written by Michael Psellus, to be the source of the 
treatise in Cod. Paris. gr. 1384, since there are similarities between these texts as 
well: e.g. the treatise lfEpL i:fy; i:@v otyfoi:wv 01.0:lpEUEW<; contains phrases like i:ou 
voµlKOU m:uxiou (1. 2), and 1:0 OE 0€U1:Epov Eic;; E:m:O: l3$A.ia OlEWlVLO, & oi\ [i:@v] 
OE iou0tKit1; T\i:m nEpl KpiaEeu<;; npo011y6pEmcxt (ll. 16-17): these phrases could be 
connected with the phrases €xwv muxia o'. and i:o i:phov E:ai:l J3t13A.iov nEpl 
iou0iKfl<; T\youv nEpl KpiaEto<;;, €xov l3$A.ia ~ '. in the treatise in Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 
(ll. 4 and 5/6 resp.). 

However, there is a number of reasons why the suggestion that the treatise lfEpt 
i:fic; i:@v oty€ai:wv 01.atp€aEw<; might be the source of our text should be rejected: 
firstly, two lines from the Synopsis legum are quoted almost literally in our treatise;19 

secondly, the treatise lfEpl i:fic; i:@v oty€ai:wv otcnp€aEW<; only mentions the 
Justinian Code and (the seven Partes of) the Digest: our text mentions the Code, the 
Digest, the Pars de iudiciis, the Novels, the Basilica and the Institutes. This complete 
enumeration can be found in the Synopsis Legum. Thirdly, the order in which the 
legal sources are listed in our text is identical to the order in the Synopsis Legum. 
Thus there is sufficient ground for concluding that it was not the treatise lfEpl i:fic; 
i:@v 0ty€ai:wv 01.atp€aEW<; that was the source of our text, but the Synopsis legum,20 

even though the method of working of the scriptor of our text can no longer be 
traced exactly. 

The fact that the Synopsis legum can be identified as the ultimate source of the 
treatise in Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 implies that the Synopsis can also be used for the 
interpretation of our treatise: a number of difficulties in our text can be solved with 
the help of the Synopsis legum. 

1 Pointed out above was the incongruity that the treatise first lists the Digest as 
having four ni:uxia, whereas a few lines further down the number of books of the 
Digest appears to be fifty. 

The Synopsis legum mentions the Digest in 1. 14: \mapXEl OE i:O: oiyEaLa 
EAATJVlKW<; navo€Ki:T\c;. Subsequently, in 1. 19 of the Synopsis the first Pars of the 
Digest, the lfp@w, is referred to: 1:€1:pa/3$A.oc; 0' Ti auvi:a~l<; KAflUll; np@w i:@v 
npwi:wv. It is indeed possible that the scriptor of the treatise in Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 
(as far as listing the legal sources was concerned), at reading the Synopsis legum, 
memorised its contents and, when he commited the treatise to writing it was due to 

19 LI. 14 and 25 of the Synopsis: cf. the above-made comparison. 
20 For a comparison of the treatise Tie:pl tl\c;; i:wv B1yE:cri:wv B1mpE:cre:wc;; to the Synopsis legum, see 

W. Wolska-Conus, 'L'ecole de droit et l'enseignement du droit a Byzance au Xie si~cle: Xiphilin 
et Psellos', TM 7 (1979), 80-82. 
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self-dictation21 that he confused the 11. 14 and 19 of the Synopsis in such a way that 
he attributed four m:uxio: to the Digest: as a result of this process the scriptor had 
\mapxEl 0€ i:a oiyEO'La EAAT\VlKW<;; naVOEK1:T\<;; 1:€1:pathf3A.o<;; in mind, thereby 
skipping four lines of the Synopsis. The term ni:uxi.ov either echoes 1. 10 of the 
Synopsis (muxi.ov 0w0EKcl13$A.ov) or the scriptor anticipated 1. 20 of the Synopsis 
(€mcl131/3A.ov muxiov). 

Thus the Synopsis Legum reveals the phrase EXWV muxio: o'. of the treatise to 
be a reference to the first Pars of the Digest; moreover, as a result of his 
comprehensive reading and failing memory the scriptor used the term ni:uxiov in a 
different meaning from the one used by Michael Psellus in the Synopsis: in the 
treatise the term muxiov is an equivafent of j31/3A.iov, in the Synopsis Legum muxi.ov 
means 'volume', 'a total of books' .22 

However, it is quite possible that the scriptor thought that the Digest contained 
four Partes, the third of which was known as de iudiciis (1. 5 of the treatise): be may 
have come to this misconception by confusing 11. 14 and 19 of the Synopsis Legum. In 
this case the scriptor used the term ni:uxiov in the meaning of 'complete unit of 
books', i.e. in the same meaning as Psellus uses the term.23 What also contributed to 
the idea of the scriptor that the Digest contained four Partes is the circumstance that 
he mixed up two countings, i.e. his own counting of the legal sources (the six µE:pri 
rnu v6µou), and the counting of the Partes of the Digest in the Synopsis Legum. 

2 The passage Kal 1:0 y, i:@v ~' rnui:wv 131/3A.iwv EX El il/3o€houi;;, otaA.aµj3avov 
i:wv nEpl xwpmK@v npayµai:wv, i:E:i:api:a<;; i:6na<;; ov i:@v voµtK@v otyE:O"Lwv (ll. 6-
10 of the treatise) is more difficult to explain. If in this passage no emendations are 
made, and if this passage is not considered against the background of the Synopsis 
Legum, what should we then understand by i:o y' (that is to say, if this is the correct 
reading, for y ' is not certain palaeographically) i:@v ~, i:oui:wv j3$A.iwv? How 
should we interpret il/30E:A.rnu<;;? And how should we explain nEpl xwptnK@v 
npayµcli:wv? Starting from the treatise itself, one could be tempted to look for the 
explanation of the complete passage in the third book of the Pars de iudiciis of the 
Digest and to try and connect this book with both il130€houi;; and nEpl xwpmK@v 
npayµcli:wv. The third book of the Pars de iudiciis (book seven of the Digest) deals 

21 For this whole process which takes place during the making of a text, whereby an exemplar is 
used, cf. A. Dain, Les manuscrits [Collection d'etudes anciennes], Paris 19753, 40 ff. 

22 The standard meaning of m:uxiov is 'little book': EA. Sophocles, GreeJs Lexicon of the Roman 
and Byzantine Periods, Cambridge (Mass.)/Leipzig 1914, repr. Hildesheim/Zurich/New York 
1983, 960. In the Synopsis legum the Justinian Code is referred to as a muxiov &XleKafhllXov (I. 
10); the Pars de iudiciis of the Digest consisting of seven books is known as €m:Oll$Xov THU)(iov 
(I. 20). 

23 Also in the meaning 'complete unit of books' m:uxiov is an equivalent of 1l1j3Xiov in the treatise: I. 
13 talks about rnG /\foV'[(J<:; j}ijlXiov: thls refers to the Basilica. 
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with the usufruct, i\130E:A.1:0<; is a non-existing word, xwprnK6<; means 'of country
folk', 'rustic'.24 Accordingly, an explanation of our passage that is connected with the 
right to usufruct of e.g. land is possible. The scriptor of the treatise - partly because 
of the fact that he mixed up the countings of the µE:pri wu v6µou and of the Partes 
of the Digest, and as a result of that thought that the Digest contained four Partes -
possibly thought that the third book of the Pars de iudiciis ("ro y' i:wv ~' wui:wv 
J3ij3A.i.wv), dealing with the right to usufruct of land (ou:xAo:µJ36:vov nEpl xwpmKwv 
npo:yµ6:i:wv), was the fourth Pars of the Digest (i:E:i:apu><; i:6m:x;; ov i:wv voµtKWV 
otyfoi:wv). 

However, it is clear that our passage should be interpreted on the basis of the 
Synopsis legum, i.e. 11. 23 and 24; after all, the 11. 20-22 of the Synopsis - in which the 
Pars de iudiciis is referred to - form the basis for the ll. 5 and 6 of the treatise; 1. 25 of 
the Synopsis is almost quoted literally in 11. 9/10 of our text. The 11. 23/24 of the 
Synopsis legum read: To i:phov 0€ auv6:9potaµo: KaAEtwt oE: OE pE:J3ou<;, I 
6Ki:6:J3ij3A6v Lt auvwyµo: XWPf11:lKOV npo:yµ6:i:wv. 

The symbol which we interpret as y ' is in Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 written as Y . It 
is possible that in the manuscript the horizontal stroke which serves to indicate the 
ordinal number and which is normally written above the corresponding letter in this 
case merged with the accent25 and, as a result, ended up on the right-hand side 
above the y. The symbol '' could be interpreted as a dihaeresis which the scriptor, 
more than once, writes above a t.26 The reading y ' is confirmed by i:o i:phov in l. 23 
of the Synopsis legum. 

The phrase nEpl xwptnKwv npo:yµ6:cwv in ll. 8/9 of the treatise can be 
explained on the basis of l. 24 of the Synopsis: this line works out the previous one 
(in which Psellus mentions the Pars de rebus of the Digest) in more detail: the Pars 
de rebus is a unit of eight books ( 6n6:J3tJ3A.6v n auv-r:o:yµo:), its contents 
(xwpriuKov27) dealing with the law of things, exhellenized by Psellus with the term 
npo:yµai:wv. A number of manuscripts of the Synopsis legum has the reading 
xwprinKwv instead of xwprinKov28 : confusion of o and w frequently occurs. 
Therefore it is very well possible that the scriptor of our treatise read xwprinK@v in 
his exemplar. When be was writing the treatise, the scriptor, however, did not dictate 
to himself xwp11i:uc@v, but xwptnK@ll: for, as a result of iotacism T\ and t sound 

24 LSJ9. 
25 Informative for the way in which this could have happened is the scriptor's manner of rendering v ' 

in I. 11 of the treatise. ,, 
26 I owe the palaeographical interpretation of the symbolY to my teacher Prof. Dr. D. Holwerda. 
27 xwprrnK6<; means 'able to contain': LSJ9 s.v. 
28 Codd. Athos, Theron 4440/320, Paris. Suppl. gr. 627, Paris. gr. 478, Marc. gr. 266, Scor. X-11-6, 

Marc. App. gr. XI, 26, Vind. iur. gr. 13. 
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identical with self-dictation - the third stage of the copyingprocess.29 Subsequently, 
the scriptor must have thought that his exemplar dealt with the right to usufruct of 
land: this, too, could . have induced him to mention book seven of the Digest -
indicated by him as the third of the seven books of the Pars de iudiciis ( -ro y' -r@v l:;.' 
wu-rwv j3$A.iwv) and considered by him to be the -r€-rapw<; -r6n0<; of the Digest -
separately in his treatise; inevitably he had to add otaA.aµilavov (nEpl) in order to 
make clear that book seven of the Digest deals with usufruct: after all, it was exactly 
because the scriptor thought that his exemplar dealt with the right to usufruct of land 
(nEpl xwpt-rtK@v npayµO:-rwv) that he was no longer able to see the correct meaning 
of xwpT)nK6<;. The superfluous -rwv in I. 8 of the treatise originated through 
progressive assimilation: the scriptor here anticipated xwptnK@v npayµ6:-rwv. 

As a result of the comprehensive reading of the scriptor the original meaning of 
1. 24 of the Synopsis legum - the information that the Pars de rebus is a unit of eight 
books dealing with the law of things - has been lost completely, but it can be 
concluded that, considering 1. 24 of the Synopsis, the treatise must refer to the Pars 
de rebus of the Digest. 

What exactly is the meaning of iij3o€A.wuc; in 1. 7 of the treatise? We know by 
now that 11. 6-10 of the treatise refer to the Pars de rebus of the Digest. Considering 
the fact the scriptor, in mentioning the different legal sources (except in the case of 
the Novels) indicates the number of books of the legal source concerned, it is to be 
expected that he does the same with the Pars de rebus. The numerical indication 
concerning the number of books of the Pars de rebus is created when iij3o€A.wuc; is 
emended into '1[J3f o€A.wuc;.30 The reading ll' is confirmed by 1. 24 of the Synopsis 
legum: 6K-r6j3$A6v n auv-rayµa. The phrase EXEL '1[J3]' 0€A.wu<; now contains the 
substantially correct information that that which, considered against the background 
of the Synopsis Legum should be interpreted as a reference to the· Pars de rebus of the 
Digest, consists of eight o€A.wt. 

The term OEATO<; means 'writing tablet', 'any writing'.31 Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus uses the term o€A. LO<; in the technical sense of 'table' in the 
expression 'law of the twelve tables'.32 It is in this meaning that 0€h0<; is also used 
in the Basilica.33 In the passage of the Synopsis Legum that formed the basis for our 
treatise (11. 8-54) the term OEA1:0<; does not occur, but in 1. 89 of the Synopsis Psellus 

29 Many errors in manuscripts, iotacistic ones, too, originated during the stage of (silent) self
dictation. Cf. the example of A. Dain, Les manuscrits (n. 21 above), 45: epicrric; instead of 
aipf\aetc;;. 

30 I owe this textual emendation to Prof. Holwerda. 
31 LSJ9, s.v. 
32 D.H. II, 27: ... ev tj '[ELCrp't"(l '[WV 1..eyoµ€vwv &OOeKa Mhwv, &c; c'xv€8eaav ev <'xyo~ 
33 BT 16, 7-9 (B. II, 1, 7) IIamav6c;. Elcrf\x8T) OE f\ lxrto LOU OUOOEKaOEALOU f\ '[WV LOU of\µou 

ooyµcXLWV f\ '[WV i:f\c; auyKl..f\rnu 8eamaµcl1:wv f\ jkta!AtKWV ooyµcXt:wv f\ i:f\c; ro'J8ev'[iac; '[WV 

ao<j>Wv. 
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does mention the law of the twelve tables.34 Consequently it is quite possible that 
the scriptor of our treatise was familiar with the term o€A1:oc;: Via the Synopsis Legum, 
and that, during the process of writing down that part of the treatise in which the 
Pars de rebus of the Digest is referred to, l. 89 of the Synopsis played tricks on our 
scriptor.35 

The v in Zacharia's reading fivo€A.LOuc; cannot be explained palaeographically. 
However, Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 reads N3o€A.LOuc; instead of fivo€A.i:ouc;;. 36 This 
reading confirms the assumption that the scriptor was reminded of l. 89 of the 
Synopsis legum during the writing of the text of the treatise.37 The combination 
i\(3o€A.LOuc; in l. 7 of the treatise could have originated as follows: the scriptor, writing 
about what should be interpreted as a reference to the Pars de rebus of the Digest, 
and intending to write 11 ' f3tJ3A.i.a, silently dictated to himself ll during the third stage 
of the copying process, but, having in mind I. 89 of the Synopsis, continued writing 
(3o€A.wuc;; as if he had dictated to himself a t and as if he was writing 
ow0€Kcx0€A.1:0uc; (represented as tJ3 0€A.1:0uc;): here, too, the scriptor mixed up 11 and t 
as a result of iotacism. Moreover, the scriptor apparently did not quite know what 
o€A. i:oc;: means: as a result of his failing to understand the semantics of o€Ai:oc;; he 
used this term as an equivalent of f3tJ3A.iov. 

After the above discussion the following can be remarked as regards the ll. 6-10 
of the treatise: as a result of a combination of factors, the scriptor of the treatise 
completely misunderstood his exemplar. Firstly, he confused his own counting of the 
legal sources (the µ€p11 LOO v6µou) with the counting of the Partes of the Digest in 
the Synopsis legum by Michael Psellus. Secondly, he twice made a iotacistic error: in 
the first case (xwprii:tKov/xwpmK@v) this error resulted in the scriptor losing sight 
of the original meaning of I. 24 of the Synopsis and reaching a completely different 
interpretation of this line (i.e. taking the line to refer to the right to usufruct of land 
in stead of to the law of things); in the second case (i\(30€A.1:0uc;) the iotacistic error, 
in connection with the fact that the scriptor combined the wrong lines of the Synopsis 
in his mind, has resulted in totally ignoring the numerical indication concerning the 
number of books of the Pars de rebus of the Digest in 1. 24 of the Synopsis. 

The combination of these factors caused the scriptor to confuse the Pars de rebus 
of the Digest with book seven of the Digest and, partly influenced by the phrase i:o 

34 Synopsis legum 87-90: IToAl'l:lKOU BE: u6µtµou, rnmKou Kai xpeuooe<;;, I B n&Atu cptµep€<;; €an· 
rnurnu yap rnG uoµiµou I fo'l:lU 0 &i0eKOO€A'l:O<;; '!:WU OWO€KCX ;\.oyiwu, I 'ta jkxcrV..€wu ooyµcxm, 
ol u6µot 'l:wu nparn~pwu . This passage ultimately goes back to the Basilica-passage that was 
quoted above in n. 33. 

35 It is even possible that the scriptor considered the law of the twelve tables to be a legal source. 
36 Dr B.H. Stolte and Dr Roos Meijering drew my attention to this reading; they both gave me their 

views on many other points as well for that matter. I gratefully used their advice. 
37 A further clue might be the circumstance, that L 88 of the Synopsis starts with B n&Atu cptµep€<;; 

€an. Cf. I. 6/7 of the treatise: Kai 'l:O y ' ... E)(€l. 
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0€U1:€pov UncXpXEt 't:cl otyrni:cx, onEp €o-rlv EAAT)VtK@c; no:VOEKLflC;, ExWV muxto: 
o ' . (11. 3/4 of the treatise) to interpret book seven of the Digest as a separate Pars, 
after the Pars de iudiciis. Considered against the background of 11. 23 /24 of the 
Synopsis legum by Psellus, the 11. 6-9 of the treatise should be read as if it had read 
Ko:l i:o y' i:oui:wv i:@v j3tj3A.lwv ExEt ri' o€A.i:ouc; (in the meaning of j3tj3A.lo:) 
xwprinKov npo:yµC<-rwv. The phrase i:€i:o:p1:0c; i:6noc; ov i:@v voµtK@v oly€o-rwv (11. 
9-10 of the treatise) does not belong to the previous passage (even though this was 
the intention of the scriptor as he considered book seven of the Digest to be a 
separate (the fourth) Pars of the Digest which he thought he could conclude from 
his exemplar): in I. 25 of the Synopsis legum Psellus starts with the treatment of the 
fourth Pars of the Digest, i.e. the umbilicus. 

3 In the 11. 11 and 12 of the treatise the scriptor mentions the fourth legal source in 
his enumeration, i.e. the Novels. It is somewhat surprising that the scriptor uses the 
terminology vrnpo:l auna{nc;: for the Novels are normally referred to as vrnpo:l 
(µna i:ov KwotKa) otm:a{Etc;.38 In the line of the Synopsis legum forming the basis 
for the 11. 11/12 of the treatise, however, we also come across auvw{Etc;: IfpOc; 
i:oui:mc; µ€poc; nE:~uKEV o:i VEo:po:l auvi:a{Etc; (I. 43). Consequently, there is no 
reason for emending 11. 11/12 of the treatise. 

4 In the 11. 12-14 the scriptor mentions the fifth legal source, i.e. the Basilica, 
referred to by him as i:o Afovi:oc; j3tj3A.lov. It is remarkable that the scriptor has the 
Basilica consist of sixty titles (instead of sixty books). As far as the 11. 12-14 of the 
treatise are concerned, the scriptor drew from the 11. 44/45 of the Synopsis legum: 
Eho: auvomtKwwwv 1:00 Afovi:oc; j3tj3A.lov, li:o nav €{riKovi:aj3tj3A.ov navwc; 
1:0\x;; v6µouc; €xov. A number of manuscripts of the Synopsis legum has the variant 
€{riKOvi:6:ni:A.ov instead of €(riKovi:6'Jlj3A.ov.39 It is therefore quite possible that the 
scriptor of the treatise had an exemplar in front of him in which this textual variant 
also occurred. The reading E:{riKovi:ani:A.ov explains the puzzling fact that in the 
treatise the Basilica consist of sixty titles. 

5 In · 11. 14-18 of the treatise the scriptor mentions the Institutes as the last legal 
source. In the 11. 16/17 the Institutes are considered (among other things) to be: 
nuA.li;; emavi:wv i:@v v6µwv. Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 and Zacharia, however, give the 
text nu:>..ric; anavi:wv i:@v v6µwv. The line of the Synopsis legum forming the basis of 
this phrase is I. 50: "Ean Kal µ€poc; E't:Epov otov nuA.li;; i:@v v6µwv. In the 
manuscript tradition of the Synopsis there are no textual variants concerning nuA.lc;. 

38 Van der Wal/Lokin, Delineatio (n. 3 above), 37. 
39 Codd. Vat. gr. 845, Vat. Pal. gr. 19, Laur. gr. LXXX, 6, Scor. T-III-13 and the Sirmondianus. 

According to the stemma compiled by WeiB, 'Synopsis legum' (n. 18 above), 157 all these 
manuscripts ultimately go back to a 'Hyparchetyp' j.I. Concerning the Codd. Vat. Pal. gr. 19 and 
Laur. gr. LXXX, 6, cf. the remarks of N. van der Wal, TRG 47 (1979), 286 n. 6. 
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This is the reason why in the text of the treatise as it was represented .above m'.JA.ll<; 
has been corrected into nuA.lc;. In this case, too, the scriptor may have confused Tl and 
t as a result of self-dictation. 

IV Conclusion 

By identifying the Synopsis Legum by Michael Psellus as the ultimate source from 
which the scriptor of the treatise drew his knowledge as regards the legal sources, it 
has proved possible to solve a number of difficulties in the text of the treatise (and 
its interpretation). 

The treatise was written shortly after the mid-twelfth century: Cod. Paris. gr .. 
1384 can be dated in the year 1166.40 The Synopsis Legum by Michael Psellus, as a 
didactic poem intended for the legal education of the future emperor Michael VII 
Ducas41 (emperor from 1071-1078), was written some time before the year 1070. 
Thus the treatise in Cod. Paris. gr. 1384 is an early testimony for the way in which 
the Synopsis Legum left its marks in the legal literature of the later Byzantine period. 

THOMAS ERNST VAN BOCHOVE 

40 Immediately following the treatise f.170v reads: ,c;;xoo' he1 eypQ4>TJ ivo. 10 ': . Cf: Zachariae, 
Fragmenta versionis (n. 13 above), 21. 

41 Cf. Weill, 'Synopsis legum' (n. 18 above), 147. 
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